Girlguiding Risk Assessment
Site:

Traverse wall

Assessor

Ivan Hall

Date of Assessment

20/09/2017

Task/Activity/Process/Equipment
Technical Advisor (if applicable)
Persons Name (If Applicable to

Traverse wall - time trial

Assessment No.

Description of
Building or Area

When Identifying HAZARDS consider:

FX / TRAV

Indoors - time trial wall

Equipment used (if
applicable)

a) The Task (Who, What, Where, When, How)
b) The environment (temperature, noise, lighting, dust, fumes)
c) Materials, Equipment, and Substances (machinery, tools, chemicals, etc.)

Trav

Trav

Trav

Trav

Falling off wall

Equipment failure

Description of potential accident/injury/loss

May lose balance while on wall causing minor
injuries like cuts, grazes and bruises and
possible head injuries .

Persons affected

All users

Precautions/Controls already in place

Crash Mats to be correctly placed on the floor and have no
gaps. Adult to supervise at all times.

Unchecked equipment like Structure or holds
All users
breaking, wooden items splintering could cause
minor to serious injuries to the body.

All equipment that is used is checked on a Recorded
Monthly inspection.

Splinters from the wooden
items

Minor Injury to person

The Adult supervising is to report any loose holds or broken
resources to the reception
All
equipment used is checked on a Recorded Monthly
inspection.

Misuse of equipment

People being pulled off the wall or running into All users
each other causing minor body injuries to
people.

All users

An Adult to supervise at all times and people are given a
safe area to wait in when it is not there go.
The activity is Stopped if the group is becoming too
hazardous.

Further control measures required?

Factor

Hazard

Likelihood

RA REF No.

Severity

Risk Rating

Maximum height off the ground is indicated by
coloured holds for feet and different colour for
hands approx. 0.6 meters off the ground
Clash mats are in place and are joined together
correctly - no gaps

4

2

8

4

2

8

2

2

4

2

2

4

4

4

16

3

4

Pipe and cables need to be covered up, no square
12 edges

4

4

16

The Adult will give a safety brief of the rules and the
boundaries.
Trav

Trav

Trav

Trav

Trav

Ceiling panels and edges

Pipes and cables exposed

Radiators and piping being
exposed

Minor Injury to the persons body / head injuries All users
if item falls on them

Ceiling panels are to be far enough away so that when on
the wall, the climber is unable to reach it

Minor Injury to the persons body / head injuries All users
if they fall on them

Cover over all exposed items and not have square edges.

Minor Injury to the persons body / head injuries All users
if they fall on them

Radiators and all exposed pipes to be covered over and not
have square edges.

Top edge of the wall panels people hanging off / using the top edge of the
panel causing falling off or finger injuries

Unauthorised use of
equipment

All user

Unauthorised use can result in serious injury or Unauthorised user
death if the equipment is used correctly

The supervising Adult to monitor the group using it and
highlight the risk.

The door to be locked when not in use. Area to booked
out to control the usage and over crowding

Ceiling to be reviewed before open to groups

Radiator covers needed, no square edges

4

2

8

Ensure all users are aware of this and add it to
the rules no using the to of the panels

Ensure the activity is bookable on Cinolla
3

1

3

This Risk Assessment work in conjunction with the Generic Risk Assessment (FX/GEN) and the Activities Safe Operating Procedures

To be
Action completed
By Whom
by
(Date)

